Villa Les Ribes
Region: San Jose Sleeps: 10

Overview
Villa Les Ribes is a gorgeous contemporary holiday home situated in a private
and peaceful countryside location. Guests truly get the best of both worlds
here – a lovely modern home and the tranquil peace that the surrounding
nature provides.
Outside, a large sheltered patio equipped with a comfy sofa and swinging
chair is ideal for spending lazy days on. The infinity style pool looks out to the
lush greenery in the distance and is surrounded by comfortable sun loungers
and day beds. You will be forgiven for spending all day out here! The garden is
flourishing with vibrant plants that beautifully complement the home’s white
exterior and a rustic wooden dining table with seating for ten people. An
outdoor oven makes dining al fresco a breeze.
The interior décor is largely white and minimalist and boasts a simplistic yet
stylish aesthetic enhanced by chic bursts of colour. A fireplace sits in the living
room, providing a cosy ambience for nights spent around the flat screen with
friends and family. The indoor dining room contains a charming wooden dining
table with stylish transparent chairs and seats up to ten people. This room also
benefits from contemporary art pieces and bright house flowers.
From the dining room, guests will be able to view a small pebble garden with a
magnificent tree in its centre. This artistic mini garden lies behind a glass wall.
The bedrooms benefit from a white exterior which emphasises the size of the
rooms and makes for a tranquil and serene atmosphere. It’ll be easy to get a
restful night’s sleep in these rooms.

Facilities
Private Pool • Ideal for Babies & Toddlers • Ideal for Kids • Ideal for Teens
• Internet • Air-Con • <1hr to Airport • BBQ • Satellite TV • Table Tennis
• Working Fireplace • Heating • Cot(s) • High Chair(s) • Rural Location •
Outstanding Landscapes • Outdoor Pursuit & Activities • Tourist Towns &
Villages
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa
Villa les Ribes is an excellent property in a peaceful and beautiful location
between the charming town of Sant Josep and the beaches of Cala Jondal
and Es Torrent. There are 5 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms, and it can
accommodate up to 10 people
Interior
- Open plan living room & dining room
- Fully equipped kitchen
- Utility room
- Four double bedrooms
- Four bathrooms
Exterior
- Infinity pool
- Sun loungers and parasols
- Shaded seating and dining area
- Outdoor kitchen with BBQ
- Shaded lounge area
- Tree house and table tennis
- Outdoor bathroom and shower
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Location & Local Information
The nearest bar to the home is Bar Can Mestre located in Ibiza Town. The bar
lies next to a supermarket on the main road and is a lovely family run venue
brimming with locals. Can Mestre is open for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
However, the dinner service is particularly exceptional as the delicious
barbecue meat and tasty steak is what visitors keep coming back for, again
and again. The venue also hosts fantastic live music on Friday nights,
providing the perfect start to your weekend.The closest beach to Villa Les
Ribes is Porroig beach, situated on the South Coast of Ibiza. The beach is a
hot spot for boats and is a great place to watch them all sail by. Porroig is
beautifully picturesque and provides a wonderful place to simply enjoy a
blissful walk in nature. Cala Jondal, Es Xarcu and Es Torrent are also close by
beaches, so you will have plenty to choose from! Cala Jondal is a pretty
pebble beach with a plethora of trendy bars and restaurants to retreat to after
days spent on one of the beaches’ comfy sun loungers. Es Xarcu is
frequented by locals and is often unknown by tourists visiting the island. The
beach greets visitors with epic views overlooking the tree-lined cliffs of the
island and a glorious, glistening blue sea. Es Torrent is a calm beach, ideal for
taking in the beautiful tranquillity that nature provides. Here, guests can simply
enjoy the sun, sea and sand – away from the disturbances on some of the
party beaches on the island.

Local Amenities
Nearest Airport

Ibiza Airport
(10 km)

Nearest Town/City

Sant Josep
(6 km)

Nearest Restaurant

Restaurants & Shops
(3 km)

Nearest Bar/Pub

Bars
(4 km)

Nearest Beach

Beach
(4 km)

Nearest Supermarket

Supermarket
(16 km)
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: €1,500 to be paid 2 weeks before arrival by bank transfer
- Arrival time: 4 pm
- Departure time: 10 am
- Energy costs included?: Included in the rental price
- Linen & towels included?: Linen & towels are included in the rental price
- Pets welcome?: Pets not allowed
- Changeover day: Flexible
- End of stay cleaning included?: It is included in the rental price
- Smoking Allowed?: No smoking inside the villa
- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property
- Minimum stay: 7 nights
- Other Ts and Cs: Cot(s) and high chair(s) available on request
- Internet access?: Wi-fi connection provided
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